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Rationale and Purpose
There are major problems with failure to replicate research findings. Contributing to this problem is a
failure to report on factors related to external validity. The CONSORT flow diagram has improved
reporting on variables related to internal validity, but it has very limited detail on issues related to
external validity. A recent CONSORT update and other publications have called for more transparent
reporting on external validity and context, and information regarding the sustainability of interventions.

The Expanded CONSORT Figure draws on theory, a prior meeting and recent recommendations for
reporting factors related to external validity. It expands the basic CONSORT flow diagram for clinical
trials to summarize external validity and contextual factors more concisely and transparently. It adds
data about participation and representativeness at the levels of settings and staff, and about
intervention sustainability after project support ends. This figure provides a method to address the
representativeness, generalizability and sustainability of outcomes research more efficiently.

Overview
This guide provides step-by-step instructions (page 5) for completing the Expanded CONSORT Figure
fillable PDF document (page 3) (referred to below as “The Figure”) as well as an illustrative example
(page 4), a list of Frequently Asked Questions (page 6), and additional references for more information
(page 7). The goal of this document, and related publications and references is to help those reporting,
reading and evaluating journal articles to understand the importance of and how to transparently report
the methodological and contextual factors regarding external validity and likely generalizability.

The Figure has fields to report on recruitment and participation at multiple levels: settings, staff, and
participants, as well as intervention sustainability. For each item, the user enters the number and
percent of units that were and were not offered participation, and the number and percent of those
that decided to participate. In addition, the Figure allows space for researchers to report any
differences between these groups, and to provide bullets related to qualitative findings about how and
why these results occurred.

Finally, the Figure has fields to enter the number and percent of settings that continue (or modify) the
intervention following the study assessment period when external funding is removed. The rationale for
providing these multi-level data above is that they convey important information about the external
validity of the study and generalizability of results.
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Row-by-Row instructions:
Beginning from the top of the document and working downward, complete the following steps to fill in and download or
print the fillable Expanded CONSORT diagram.
Row 1.) (Settings)
At the top of the form, report the total number of potential settings (e.g. worksites, clinics, communities) that the
project team could possibly have approached
Row 2.) (Settings)
Report the number and percent of settings that were invited to participate on the left
 Left row 2 box: % = this number divided by row 1 box
Report the number and percent of settings that were excluded in the center
 Center row 2 box: % = this number divided by row 1 box
On the right-hand side, briefly summarize key differences between settings invited and those not (see example below),
or state ‘no differences’ or ‘not analyzed’. Bullet points summarizing qualitative findings concerning reasons for
exclusion can also be provided here.
Row 3.) (Settings)
Report the total number and percent of settings that agreed to participate on the left
 Left row 3 box: % = this number divided by number in the left row 2 box
Report the number and percent of settings that declined in the center
 Center row 3 box: % = this number divided by number in the left row 2 box
On the right-hand side, briefly summarize key differences between settings participating and those not (see example), or
state ‘no differences’ or ‘not analyzed’. Bullet points summarizing qualitative findings concerning reasons for nonparticipation can also be provided here.
Row 4.) (Staff)
Report the total number and percent of agents or staff that were found eligible to participate on the left
 Left row 4 box: % = this number divided by the sum of both numbers in row 4
Report the number and percent of agents or staff that were excluded in the center
 Center row 4 box: % = this number divided by the sum of both numbers in row 4
On the right-hand side, briefly summarize key differences between staff invited to participate and those not (see
example below), or state ‘no differences’ or ‘not analyzed’. Bullet points summarizing qualitative findings concerning
reasons for exclusion can also be provided here.
Row 5.) (Staff)
Report the total number and percent of staff that agreed to participate on the left
 Left row 5 box: % = this number divided by number in left row 4 box
Report the number and percent of staff that declined in the center
 Center row 5 box: % = this number divided by number in left row 4 box
On the right-hand side, briefly summarize key differences between staff participating and those not (see example
below), or state ‘no differences’ or ‘not analyzed’. Bullet points summarizing qualitative findings concerning reasons for
non-participation can also be provided here.
Row 6-10.) (standard CONSORT items)
In rows 6-10, complete the usual CONSORT information concerning potential participants, participants invited,
randomized, present at follow-up, and analyzed. For further guidance see: http://www.consort-statement.org/
Row 11.) (Intervention Sustainability)
Report the total number and percent of settings that maintain or modify the intervention on the left
 Left row 11 box: % = this number divided by number in left row 3 box
Report the number and percent of settings that discontinue the intervention
 Center row 11 box: % = this number divided by number in left row 3 box
On the right-hand side, briefly summarize key differences between settings continuing (or modifying) the intervention
and those not (see example below), or state ‘no differences’ or ‘not analyzed’. Bullet points summarizing qualitative
findings concerning reasons for non-continuation can also be provided here.
For FAQ, please see the following page
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Frequently Asked Questions (last updated 3/03/2018)
Why doesn't the fillable PDF (page 3) save values when edited in my browser and then downloaded?
You must download the PDF before editing. Add values to the PDF in your Adobe reader and then save
that file version or print it for future use.
Why do I need to complete the number of settings (or staff) that we decide to include and exclude?
These data help potential users judge applicability to their own settings and researchers to judge the likely
generalizability of findings across settings (or types of staff)
What if I do not know the number of potentially eligible settings, staff or participants?
It is still important to estimate these ‘denominator numbers’ (Gaglio and Glasgow, 2018; Glasgow et al,
2018). You should give your best guess in the Figure, and then provide an upper and lower bound for this
denominator in the text in the same way that economists conduct sensitivity analyses (Ritzwoller, D., Sukhanova,
A., and Glasgow, R. 2009)

What if I do not have any data or analyses on differences between participating and non-participating units?
Simply report ‘Data not collected (or not analyzed)’. We understand that it is not possible or relevant to
collect data on all issues in most studies, but it is helpful to know if there were no differences between
participating and non-participating units, or if no data are available.

Why is it important to report qualitative data in this Figure?
Qualitative data are important to help understand how and why results come about that are seldom if
ever available from quantitative surveys. If you do not have the resources to conduct formal qualitative data
collection and analyses, consider either just contacting few non-participating units to obtain a general idea of their
reasons, or simply report ‘no qualitative data’

What do I do if there is not enough room to describe information in the right-hand side of the Figure on
differences or qualitative findings?
The right-hand side is only intended to ‘signal’ that differences in representativeness exist, or that there is
information on why these results were found. Brief bullet point summaries are fine here to keep all the
information on one page. Information that is more detailed can be provided in the text, an appendix, a URL link,
or a separate manuscript depending upon the situation.
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